




Inspirational Instruments no. 05
WALL LIGHTS Small | floor to ceiling textile light object 

materials
transparent and matted mini glass light bulbs in more than 10 colors
mixed or uniform colors in clear or mother of pearl finish
velvet in 100% bio cotton or 100% Trevira

concept
Imagine a concept where you can combine small glass bulb lamps with over 200 colors of velvet to create textile wall
hangings. This wonderful tool gives direction to the kind of atmosphere and experience that is aimed for in any space. 
From calming to activating, from subtle to theatrical, from colorful to subdued, this light object offers a wide range of 
possibilities. The first one was acquired by the TextielMuseum Tilburg, the largest by an award winning wine bar in NY. 

acquired by TextielMuseum Tilburg



Over the last 25 years I have created different objects and designs for small interiors to very large public spaces. In 
many cases this resulted in the development of special materials and modular concepts. My Inspirational Instruments 
stem from these projects and serve as a toolbox for interiors. With this toolbox I intend to inspire bespoke designs, 
created in close cooperation. A concept that seems to be a product could turn into a monumental object. Combinations 
and crossovers between the different concepts create completely new ones. 

In short, I am dedicated to creating a fitting architectural solution for any given situation. As a polyvalent designer I 
found that color, acoustics and lighting are fundamental components. In this expertise I am always looking for ways to 
enrich the good things in life and to create a sense of well being and belonging.

Questions or quotes? Please call me at 0031 [0]6 47054595 or mail itsme@louisecohen.nl.

mix of 6 colors in clear and mother of pearl glass bulbs
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